


Read on  
adventurer

Are you ready to make 
2016 an absolute 

cracking year? 



Fresh.  

That’s what hits me about this time of the year.  

Cut grass, morning summer breezes, the mint garnishing my acai bowl (and 
my teeth for the rest of the day). Fresh.  

It’s the freshness of a new start, the anticipation that dribbles down to your 
elbows like the juices of your first ripe, chilled mango for the season.   

The anticipation brings with it a myriad of questions:  

What will this year bring? What adventures lay ahead? What will happen to 
Darryl in the season return of ‘Walking Dead’?  

It’s the excitement that makes your skin tingle. Not bad tingle, like stinging 
nettles, but good goosebumpy tingles. Could this be the year??!! 

Although anticipation has a flip-side. It’s what kicks in when the excitement 
hangover wears off and the promise of a new year quickly falls back into the 
mundane routine of washing up and red lights.   

It’s a sense of deflation. Y’know, the same feeling when your favourite 
character on The Batchelor doesn’t get picked at the rose ceremony. Or when 
you stock up in the Boxing Day Sales with stuff that you just know will fuel your 
garage sales of the future. Short-lived excitement, followed by hall-cluttering 
regret.  

So, what’s going to be different about 2016? 

How do you make sure your desires for this year don’t just gather dust 
alongside your baby photo’s under your bed, but rather, are strung out and 
crafted like award-winning Christmas light extravaganza’s for all to see? 

Here’s how......it’s quite simple. Gather in closely and listen up.... 

You work on them. 

Because your intention sets your attention. Life will pull in you a million different 
directions this year if you let it. The way to combat that, to stay steadfast on 
what’s important to you is to get clear on your intention for the year. 



This planner is your intention zone. To honour those hidden desires, to be curious 
about what is actually holding you back (it’s often not what you think it is), and 
to come back to when life throws you a curveball.  

This planner is filled with questions to help you do just that. It is designed for you 
to send the kids/partners/puppies/boss out to play, pour yourself the beverage 
of your choice, cosy up in your favourite sunny spot with a pen and get to work.   

Don’t let 2016 happen by chance, engineer it in a way that it happens by 
choice.  

Now be forewarned. 2016 is sure to bring plenty of surprises, but don’t let 
those surprises bump you and your-little-engine-that-could mentality off track.  
The notes you write in these pages are your beacon to come back to. Change 
them, adapt them, play with them; whatever you do with them, do it by design 
not default.   

Here’s to 2016 being the year you #standoutnotalone (‘cos everything’s better  
in #hashtag).  

Love, 

Ali xx 
P.S When you’ve got your #oneword for 2016 sorted email it to me at 
alison@pragmaticthinking.com or share with me on the Instagram @alihill. I’ll be 
cheering you on louder than a kid waiting for their turn on the slippery slide!
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There is no better time then now; 
There is no better idea than this one; 
There is no better person than you.
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Before we close the door on 2015, let’s see what it threw our way. Let’s 
squeeze the last lessons out of the year that was. Let’s start by focusing on  
THE GREAT, THE GRIND, and THE GRATEFUL. 

THE GREAT
Spill out the great moments of 2015 that come to mind*  
Y’know, like that thing that Uncle Bob did at your Grandma’s birthday party #hilarious #bobbiecanrap

* it’s compulsory to do this bit with 
a reminiscing smirk on your face

THE GRIND
Take a bit of time to reflect on the moments throughout 2015 where you felt stuck 
in a rut. What did you learn about yourself in these moments?

2015.THE YEAR THAT WAS.
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THE GRATEFUL
What were a few things that surprised you in 2015?  
Not the kind of surprises where you find a pube in your soup, but the good kind. The kind that 
leave you feeling grateful.

What were 3 amazing moments of 2015 (they have to be specific points in time 
that you can retell as if you were there again)?

1. 

2.  

3.

STORY-TIME

2015.THE YEAR THAT WAS.
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What did you let go of in 2015?

What did you endure in 2015 that showed you how strong you really are?  
What strength did you find that you didn’t realise you had?  

What was one of the biggest lessons you learnt in 2015?

2015.THE YEAR THAT WAS.
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Was there anything that you wanted to do in 2015 but for whatever reason 
it didn’t happen?

Who were the people who were pivotal in providing you those aha moments 
throughout the year? How have you thanked them for their influence on you? 

What will 2015 stand for?

2015.THE YEAR THAT WAS.
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THANKS 2015
Use this page to bust out some creative moves. Draw, write poetry, paint, fold it 
into your favourite origami shape. Express your thanks to 2015 - for what it 
showed you, what it stood for, and for the ways that you turned up to #standout*.  
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  Seriously, even in the 
messiness, you rocked this year. *
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IT’S TIME TO 
TURN THE 

PAGE  
…LITERALLY

Thanks
2015
for the lessons 
and the memories
it was a BLAST
catch ya round x
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LET’S DO THIS YEAR BY  
NOT BY DEFAULT
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design

It’s your turn to 
come take the mic

2016
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‘Chase down your curiosity.  

Be obsessed about where it leads you.’ 

Elizabeth Gilbert’ 
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New Years resolutions are often dead in the water by 2nd January. This year, do 
something different. Come up with ‘one word’ that encapsulates what you want to 
step into this year. Write your word in the box below.  

IN THE REST OF THIS PAGE DRAW IMAGES OR PASTE  
IN PICTURES OF WHAT THIS WORD MEANS TO YOU:  

(time to get your creative on - magazine cut-outs and copious amount of Clag glue will be applauded...)

(choose something that is aspirational, it needs to kind of scare 
you when you say it out loud. Take some time to sit with you 

word. Often it finds you more than you have to force it).

WHAT IS ONE WORD THAT YOU WANT 
2016 TO STAND FOR? 

2016 ONE WORD
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IN WHAT WAYS WILL THIS ONE WORD GUIDE YOU IN DIFFERENT AREAS OF 
YOUR LIFE: 

LOVE/RELATIONSHIPS

WORK

FINANCES

FITNESS/HEALTH

2016 ONE WORD
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What do you need to let go of before you dive into 2016? 

The following questions will get you thinking about actions and 
opportunities for the year ahead: 

What do you want to make sure you don’t ignore this year? 

In what ways is fear holding you back?

What have you got to rip into and stop procrastinating about?

Take a moment to soak up the words you’ve just written and commit to yourself to really let 
that stuff go. As the modern-day philosopher, Tay Swift, would say, it’s time to ‘shake it off’. 

EPIC QUESTIONS
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Who do you trust with your ‘stuff’?

Who do you want to connect more with in 2016? List the people  below: 

 

Who’s opinion actually matters to you? (and who’s really doesn’t). 

THE MASTERS 
(The experts, guru’s, all round 

legends you want to rub 
shoulders with)

THE MAGICIANS 
(Those who sprinkle pixie dust 
on your ideas, who tell it like it 

is, who leave you feeling 
different after a chat)

THE MATES 
(The ones in your corner, who 
remind you what’s important, 
and know when to bring the 

champagne and tissues)

THE PEOPLE THAT MATTER
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What (or who) helps you reconnect with your purpose? 

There’ll come times throughout 2016 where you’ll need to ramp things up; 
to give more, to bring the energy required for the outcome you crave. Take 
the time to write down your ‘ramp-up rituals’ you can tap back into 
throughout the year. 

What songs, quotes, sayings, images or photo’s energise you?  

What daily or weekly rituals work for you to ramp up your energy?  
(loud music and singing in the car is always okay) 

RAMP UP RITUALS
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How do you need to look after yourself when you are overloaded and stressed?

What does ‘being present’ look like to you?

What is your ‘fire-drill’ plan in case 2016 kicks you to the curb and you find 
yourself face-down in mud on the side of the road?(metaphorically of course) 

What daily or weekly rituals help you to feel focused and centred amongst the 
chaos? 

There’ll come times throughout 2016 where you’ll need to rest up and 
replenish;  take time out, switch off, just breathe. Before you head the bottle 
for your quiet saviour, write down your ‘’rest-up rituals’. These may be more 
important than your ramp-up rituals to commit to.  

REST UP RITUALS
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List 10 things that you are putting up with  
(everything from the dripping tap, to the whinging colleague):

1. 

2.  

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7.  

8. 

9. 

10. 

Now put an asterisk * next to three that if you got them sorted would free up a heap 
of time and headspace. Imagine yourself not having to deal with that thing any more 
(hawww I hear you say - is that really possible?  Yep I think it is - and it’s imperative 
that take care of it)

ACTION PLAN: 

Write down your action plan for what you are going to get sorted and by when. 
Then make it a priority: 

STOP PUTTING UP WITH IT
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Stop it! Seriously just stop it. You can’t do it all. Nor do you actually want to.  

Just because there are things that you can do, and even if you’ve got time to do them, 
doesn’t mean you should. Take the time now, in the quiet before the year comes 
rushing at you to get clear on what you are going to stop before you start in order to 
free up more space and time. 

What do 
you need to handover/delegate?  
Seriously, babe - let that stuff go...

What 
are the things  

you can oversee?

What 
are the things  

only you can do?

STOP BEFORE YOU START
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JOT DOWN GOALS YOU’D LIKE TO ACHIEVE IN EACH OF THESE AREAS  
(Note: There’s a reason why each of these is just a small box - goals should be short and snappy.  
Put simply, if they need copious explanation they need better refining)

Physical Health: 

Mental health: 

Spiritual health:Travel & Adventure: 

Family/Friendships: 

Career & Financial: 

Community Support:

GOALS THAT ROCK!
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QUARTER 1 - January - March

QUARTER 2 - April - June

Use this space to get more specific about when you will tackle your goals across 
each of the four quarters of 2015. Find your focus points in these 90-day chunks: 

90 DAY SPRINTS
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QUARTER 3 - July - September

QUARTER 4 - October - December 

Keep ‘em going. They don’t have to be completely clear at this stage - play with 
possibilities like a cat plays with a ball with a bell in it - with wild abandon!

90 DAY SPRINTS
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And lastly the big question.....what are you doing to CELEBRATE??

In what ways did you #standout this year?

How are you feeling about the incredible year that you’ve had?

Shoot yourself forward to December 2015 and picture what you’ve 
achieved and where you are at in your life: 

What amazing things did you step up and do that you never thought you could?

DECEMBER 2016
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IT ROCKED!
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all round for

2016

Wolf-whistles,
high-fives

& cheers
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E :  a l i s o n @ p ra g m a t i c t h i n k i n g . c o m  

I n s t a g ra m :  @ a l i h i l l  

F a c e b o o k :  / F ro m A l i s o n H i l l  

Tw i t t e r :  @ a l i h i l l t we e t

AL ISON HILL
www.a l i sonh i l l . com.au

stand out   not alone
AL ISON HILL
www.a l i sonh i l l . com.au

stand out   not alone

2016
make it epic
this is your year
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